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CHAPTER I 
KURDISH ALEVIS: A PECULIAR CULTURAL IDENTITY AT THE 

CROSSROAD OF MULTIPLE ETHNO-POLITICS 
   

 
 

 
Introduction 
The oppressive state policies regarding ethno-cultural minority groups in 
contempo
due to an expansionist understanding of political Islam in recent decades. Due 
to the current perception of Turkish national identity, which is strictly related to 
a (Sunni) Islamic unders -
main argument of defining a minority group. This approach is politicly inherited 
and improved by the cadres of the young Turkish republic in the early 20th 
century, strictly bounded with the late Ottom th 
century.1 Apart from some Christian and Jewish groups, whose constitutional 
rights were guaranteed and protected by international law, constituted by 
Lausanne Treaty in 1923, others (Kurds, Alevis, Ezidis, Assyrians, Lazs etc.) in 
Turkey who spoke diverse languages and practice various religions continue to 
be forcefully subjected to Turkish national identity.  

Regarding Kurds and Alevis, the current problems of identity politics are 
mostly rooted in the bloody events of a century ago, which bidirectionally 
affected the fragile position of Kurdish Alevi communities in Turkey. After the 
foundation of the republic, the weak alliance between Ankara and the Kurds 
was broken after a series of Kurdish uprisings in the east, mostly because the 

secularism. Thus, Kurds had to encounter Turkification politics.2 However, 
Kurdish Alevis have had to face overladen discrimination and forced 

                                                           
1 TURKEY A Modern History (London  New York: I.B. Tauris, 2004); 
Feroz Ahmad, Turkey: The Quest for Identity (UK: Oneworld Publications, 2014). 
2 For a brief overview of Kurdish struggle in Turkey during Republican era see Martin 
van Bruinessen, Kurdish Ethno-Nationalism versus Nation-Building States - Collected 
Articles (Istanbul: ISIS, 2000), 237-49.  
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assimilation processes. They not only ignored the Kurds and obliged them to 

practice their belief system (Raa Haqi), which they performed under secrecy 
throughout the Ottoman period. Because Alevism was perceived as a heretical 
belief by Ottoman clerics, Alevi communities were subjected to mass violence. 
Although (Sunni Muslim) Kurdish feudal lordships had an autonomous status 
until the late Ottoman era while Alevis had always faced massacres, both 
groups continuously suffered various forms of suppression and violence, 
especially throughout the 20th 
conceptions. That was probably why the first Kurdish uprising against Ankara 
was prompted by Kurdish Alevi tribes, n
Dersim (Sivas) in 1921. In a dramatic irony of the fate, Kurdish Alevis would 
also be the subject of the last Kurdish revolt in 1937 and a genocidal massacre 
in 1938 which tens of thousands were brutally exterminated in Dersim.3 

Even though Alevism and Kurdishness are still not officially recognized as 
religious or ethnic identities in contemporary Turkey, several ethnic and 
religious minorities in Turkey during the early 1990s have unexpectedly and 
radically broken the long-standing silence for many groups.4 Although demands 
for a constitutional revision on behalf of minority groups has been continuously 
ignored by the AKP, mainly Kurds and Alevis became visible both in daily 
politics and international levels. However, this de-facto status and the ongoing 
negotiations with the Turkish state have gone along with a too high price; the 
ongoing Alevi massacres are one such example.5 

                                                           
3 For a brief history of Kurdish Alevis in the 20th century, see Erdal Gezik and Ahmet 

 Kurdish Alevis and the Case of Dersim - Historical and 
Contemporary Insights (Lanham: Lexington Books, 2019), xx-xxiii. 
4 The politicization of modern Alevi and Kurdish identities can be evaluated regarding 
the foundation of Turkish republic as well as modern Turkish nation. On the other hand, 
the 1960s would be a better historical starting point to think about the effects of 
identity-based politics on contemporary reflections of Alevism and Kurdishness in 

Etno-  
2019), 209- rom 
the 1950s to Today as an Ethno- Kurdish Alevis and the 
Case of Dersim - Historical and Contemporary Insights ed. Erdal Gezik and Ahmet 

-43. 
5 Mehmet Ertan argues the politic effects of the Alevi massacres in relation to re-

2016), 123-66.  
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recognition during the last decades have intriguingly caused an intersected 
cultural and political boundary between the ethno-

point, the Kurdish Alevis of Dersim have appeared to be an intensely debated 
community due to the debates regarding their ethnic definition. People have 
categorized them as Turks, Kurds, and Zazas. Additionally, during recent 
decades, an essentialist definition has also emerged that asserts they are a 
unique ethnic group. In that regard, during the 1990s, the rapidly rising Kurdish 
nationalism and the resurrection of Alevism6 must be again noted, which 
brought out a new consciousness (or an interpretation) of modern Kurdish Alevi 
ethnic identity. However, contrary to Kurdish nationalism and the Alevi 

their own way for their subordinated identity. 
This chapter aims to provide a broader perspective and a comprehensive 

understanding of the modern Kurdish Alevi ethnic identity in contemporary 
Turkey by evaluating ethnographical and historical data. The social 
transformation dynamics of the community is also crucial to understand the 
current developments. Therefore, the chapter will first assess some prominent 
ethnic notions related to some important political and academic quarrels about 
Kurdish Alevis. Second, some Kurdish Alevi cultural features, especially their 
religious belief system, will be analyzed to understand the in-group social 
transformation actors better. Then, the role of violence that effectively formed 
the modern Kurdish Alevi identity will be discussed. Concerning this violent 
history, classification attempts of ethnic identity will be evaluated. Finally, the 
chapter concludes with short notes about current in-group dynamics that 
maintain the socio-cultural existence within the changing social and political 
contexts.   

                                                           
6 For more information about Alevi movement in Turkey, see Joost Jongerden, 

Turkey's Alevi Enigma: A 
Comphrehensive Overview, eds. Paul J. White and Joost Jongerden, (Leiden, Boston: 
Brill, 2003): 71- i-State Relations in Turkey: Recognition and 

Alevis in Europe: Voices of Migration, Culture and Identity, ed. 
-129 and Ayfer Karakaya-

in Alevism as an Ethno-Religious Identity  Contested Boundaries, ed. Celia Jenkis, 
-69. 
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Alevism and the Kurdish Alevis of Dersim 
Alevism is a highly controversial belief system in Turkey and the European 
diaspora, where millions were migrated over the last few decades and currently 
reside.7 Traditionally, Alevi communities mainly lived in a wide geographical 
area that reached from the Balkans to the Middle East. Consequently, they 
speak different languages, practice different religious customs, have diverse 
historical backgrounds, belong to various ethnic identities, support several 
politicians, and have various citizenship. Nevertheless, most scholars agree that 
Alevism can be defined as a unique religious system or a form of Islamic 

do not follow the five pillars, although they have maintained certain discourses 
and practices associated with the household of the prophet of Islam for centuries 
 

descendants  to define their religious identity.8 However, Kurdish Alevis 
emphasize semi-deific beings and pre-Islamic mythological narratives rather 
than Islamic historical characters or a Quranic understanding of the world.  

Today, the majority of Alevi communities live in Turkey. Historically, they 
were concentrated in rural areas, mostly mountainous regions, and were the 

-Alevisms at the international level.9 

                                                           
7 For a comprehensive understanding of the term Alevism see Markus Dressler, 

Encyclopaedia of Islam 
Matringe, John Nawas, and Everett Rowson (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 93-
should be understood as a conceptualizing term, which covers diversely named ethno-
religious groups such as Bektashis, Abdals, , , , Nusayris, 
Terekemes etc. in Turkey. Also see Ali Yaman & Aykan Erdemir, Alevism  
Bektashism: A Brief Introduction  
8 For more detailed recent discu
Aydin, and Umit Cetin, Alevism as an Ethno-Religious Identity: Contested Boundaries 
(London: Routledge, 2018); Benjamin Weineck and Johannes Zimmermann, Alevism - 
Between Standardisation and Plurality: Negotiating Texts, Sources and Cultural 
Heritage 
Alevism as an Ethno- National Identities 20, no.1 (2018): 9-29; 

Alevis in Europe: Voices of Migration, Culture and Identity (London, New 

Alevi Identity-Cultural, Religious, Social Perspectives (Istanbul: Swedish Research 
Institute, 2005). 
9 I use the term multiple-Alevisms to include political and religious differences among 
Alevi communities. For a brief understanding of various political orientations among 

Middle Eastern Studies 36, no. 4. (2000): 99-118. 
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Alevis in Turkey are still struggling to gain official recognition, despite being 
granted formal status as an Islamic sect or an independent religion by some 
European countries.10 Kurdish Alevis, on the other hand, live in central and 
eastern mountainous parts of Anatolia. Economic reasons have also resulted in 
continuous migrations to western Turkey and western Europe since the 1950s 
for the Kurdish Alevis like other Alevi communities.11  

Tunceli province, located in the eastern Anatolia region, is the only (mainly 
Kirmancki-, Kurmanci- and a very few Turkish-speaking) Alevi-majority 
province in Turkey.12 It is bordered by high mountain ranges from its western, 
northern, and eastern borders and a vast, dammed lake in the south. The 
mountains and the lake create a psycho-geographical boundary for Kurdish 
Alevis. This relative geographical isolation separates the community from the 
Sunni-Muslim-dominated sphere of Turkey. After all, the community perceive 
the territory as a hidden sacred land.13 That is also why the region is also named 

- -
called Dersim) of the Kurdish Alevi identity, constituting its historical and 
religious center.14 Tunceli city is now comprised of inner-Dersim, and it is still a 
central reference point for Kurdish Alevi cosmology and annual ritual practices 
like pilgrimage. In this regard, inner- Jaru Diyar (the 
Sacred Land) or Herdu Dewres 
These terms refer to a cultural belonging to a specific region, which stems from 
ancestral ties and traditional religious knowledge.15  

                                                           
10 Due to this contradictory position, they have become a much-discussed topic between 
Brussels (EU) and Ankara (Turkey), especially given that Turkey is pursuing EU 
membership. For more information, see Elise Massicard, The Alevis in Turkey and 
Europe, Identity and Managing Territorial Diversity (Abingdon: Routledge, 2013). 
11 Kurdish Alevism
Religious and Ethnic Identity among Kurdish Alevis in the Homeland and Diasp
Religious Minorities in Kurdistan: Beyond Mainstream, edited by Khanna Omarkhali 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2014), 189. 
12 For a detailed work about the Alevi majority, as well as Sunni minority, of Tunceli 

Tunceli  
-

Working Paper 
 Beyond the West, Beyond Modernities,  18. 

Leipzig University, 2019: 10. 
13  
14 Tunceli'de Sunni Olmak, 30. 
15 While such terms like Kirmanciye Beleke (emphasizing a multi-cultured social 
sphere), Hardu Dewres (the Land of Saints) and Jaru Diyar (Sacred Land) are used to 
identify the cultural geography of Dersim, Raa Haqi (the Path of God/Truth), Ewlade 
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dedication and passion to Dersim as sacred land. From the 16th to the mid-19th 
century, Dersim was used to identify a group of nomadic and semi-nomadic 
tribes located in a particular region. In 1849, during the administrative reforms 
of the late Ottoman period, Dersim formally established a sanjak, a subdivision 
of an Ottoman province.16 Dersim always had a reputation that was mentioned 
with irrepressible Kurdish Alevi tribes. Following the Ottoman-Safavid wars in 
the 16th -western district of 
Tunceli province today) was granted autonomy as were many other Kurdish 
feudal chiefdoms.17 This administration also created a relative sovereign place 
for Kurdish Alevi tribes, which were mostly based in immensely mountainous 
(inner-Dersim) areas of Dersim. Until the 19th century, those tribes expanded 
their power and population to neighboring mountainous regions, mostly through 
their famous plunder economy.18 In contrast with their rising hegemony, the 
Ottoman administrative reforms that started in the early 19th century gradually 
restricted those tribes to inner-Dersim and cut their relations with other regions. 
Nevertheless, they managed to establish wide, complicated networks of socio-
religious institutions.19  

Due to the ongoing skirmishes between the state and tribes throughout the 
19th and the early 20th centuries, Dersim was defined by the Ottoman and later 

cipline, conquer, colonize, and 
20 That was a hundred-year-long process, which culminated in 

                                                                                                                                              
Haq (the Children of God/Truth), Ewlade Raye (the Children of the Path) are used for 
self-
as a living being, and socio-religious structure of the community.  
16 T
Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi 1, no 1. (212), 23-37. 
17 Erdal Gezik,  

 
18 

-
Ekonomi-
2013), 71-113. 
19 Gezik, , 63-73. 
20 Dersim 1938 ve Zorunl  

period, Kurdish Alevis of Dersim were classified as ahali-i gayr-i mutia (disobedient 
people), while their neighbors mostly referred as ahali-i mutia (obedient people, namely 
the Turkish- or Kurmanci-speaking Sunnis) in formal reports. For such reports, see Faik 
Bulut,  
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the last rebellion in 1937 and the 1938 genocidal massacre.21 Tunceli is the 
s, given 

(
victory over feudal tribes.22 However, the name Dersim came to the forefront 
again in the 1990s 
Kurdish armed struggle and the growing impact of the Alevi movement. Later, 
the term, both sociologically and spatially, became a characteristic symbol of 
the Kurdish Alevis of Tunceli and a vast area inhabited by Kurmanci- and 
Kirmancki-speaking Alevis.23  

The Raa Haqi24 (the Path of Truth) is the traditional name for the belief 
system of (Kurmanci- -speaking) Kurdish Alevis, and today it is 
deeply connoted with Dersim symbolism. The belief system is also called 
Kurdish Alevism, a relatively new term focusing on the ethno-religious identity. 

The coherence of beliefs of nature and hereditary kinship relations are the 
unique features of Raa Haqi. In this system, the central role is held by sacred 
lineages (ocaks). The obligatory religious relations between the sacred 

                                                           
21 The 1938 massacre was the main breaking point for the traditional social structure of 
Kurdish Alevis, and a foretaste of forced integration policies in the modem era. It had 
decisive consequences for today's ethnic identity politics of Kurdish Alevism. See 

and Identity of 
International Review of Qualitative Research 9, no. 2 (2016): 228-60; 

Thesis, University of London, 2015); Hans- -
Violence de masse et Resistance - Reseau de recherche, Published: 27 July 2011, 

https://www.sciencespo.fr/mass-violence-war-massacre-resistance/fr; Martin van 

Genocide in Kurdistan? The Suppression of the Dersim Rebellion in Turkey (1937 38) 
and the Chemical War Against the Iraqi Kurds (1988), ed. George J. Andreopoulos, 
141-70 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994). 
22 
https://www.rudaw.net/turkish/interview/01062019. 
23 It is also worth noting that, until 1915, Dersim was home to a large number of 
Armenians. As a result of the Armenian Genocide, the population in the region 
decreased dramatically. See Raymond Kevorkian, The Armenian Genocide: A 
Complete History (London, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2011). See also Markus Dressler, 
Writing Religion: The Making of Turkish Alevi Islam (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2013), 106-112. 
24 

Kurdish Alevis and the Case of 
Dersim: Historical and Contemporary Insights, eds. Erdal Gezik and Ahmet Kerim 

-75. 
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lineages,25 who are themselves organized as tribes, and follower (talip) tribes, 
structure the social, political, economic and religious spheres of Kurdish 
Alevism. The second major axis defining the peculiarity of Raa Haqi is the 
beliefs and practices shaped around sacred places, namely jiare  

Similarly, the rituals of Kurdish-Alevi beliefs also have two main 
dimensions. One is related to relations between ocaks and talips. Here cem 
ceremonies26 and visiting ocaks are the main characteristics of the socio-
religious aspect. The second major axis is worshipping nature-based jiares such 
as trees, mountains, rocks, caves, rivers, lakes, fountains, the sun and the moon. 
Each jiare is connected with a particular semi-deific being. They may be either 
male or female and may have a benevolent or evil character. Some of them also 
possess kinship relations with some sacred lineages or talips. 

The socio-religious formation of Kurdish Alevism can be likened to a caste 
system. Starting at the bottom and working upwards, first, there are talips. They 
are the followers of ocaks. Talips mostly speak Kirmancki, but there are also 
Kurmanci and Turkish-speaking talips in Dersim. To better understand the 
current sociology of the Kurdish Alevi identity, it is crucial to understand the 
social roles and the flexible characteristics of relations between talips and pirs 
(representatives of ocaks). Talips hold the majority of the community. They live 
                                                           
25 Sacred lineages are a common phenomenon among Muslim societies as well as 
Alevis. Descendants of prophet Muhammad are called Sharif or Seyyid in some Muslim 
societies. For more information, see Kazuo Morimoto, Sayyids and Sharifs in Muslim 
Societies: The Living Links to the Prophet (London: Routledge, 2012); Sarah Bowen 
Savant and Helena de Felipe, Genealogy and Knowledge in Muslim Societies: 
Understanding the Past (London: Edinburgh University Press, 2014). Kurdish Alevis 
use the term Seyyid too. Kurdish Alevi tribes that claim lineage from Muhammad, as 
well as his cousin Ali and his descent, are usua
(meaning hearth [ocak 

Kurdish Times 4, no. 1-2 (1991): 5-
Reflections on Kurdish Alevism and the Ahl- Islamic Alternatives: 
Non-Mainstream Religion in Persianate Societies 
Reihe: Iranica, N.F. 16], ed. Shahrokh Raei (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2017), 65-93. 
26 Cem ceremonies are the fundamental social and religious practices of Kurdish Alevi 
communities, which follow a particular procedure, though there may be some 
differences between cem ceremonies of different Alevi communities. They are 
performed according to a religious calendar or on special occasions. Each village 
community participate in the ceremony, and it must be conducted under the strict 
religious and social authority of the pir (this title may also be called baba, dede or 
seyit). During these gatherings, ritual practices are performed, and socio-political 
matters are discussed to make communal decisions. There may be punishment, yet 
violence (in the sense of killing) is strictly forbidden. The utmost punishment is ex-

-75. 
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in tribal organizations and have sacred bonds to ocaks, which they gain through 
birth (and which are unalterable). Deniz27 defines this relational system through 
the notion of receiving as well as providing a religious service. She emphasizes 
that while talips receive the religious service, raybers, pirs and  
(positions in ocaks) both receive (among themselves) and provide. Pir-talip 
relations could create a non-spatial element, which can be reproduced anywhere 
and at any time. Kurdish Alevis have already been reproduced in the metropoles 
of Turkey and Europe in recent decades.28 Second, there are raybers who can be 
considered local, practical guides, and consultants on religious issues. If the 
symbolism of Raa Haqi is considered a path to follow, guides are needed. A 
rayber must arrange meetings of pirs and talips. Third, there are pirs who are 
the spiritual guides of their followers and the embodiment of respective ocaks. 
They are believed to perform miracles and possess magical, mystic healing 
powers, as did their mythological forefathers. They are also the keepers of 
particular sacred objects29 that mostly belong to the mythological ancestors of 
ocaks. They visit their talips annually, and these journeys are sacred, too. It is a 
true reflection of following the path for both pirs and talips. Finally, there are 

 (or the  
position with judicial authority among sacred lineages. Ocaks also have similar 
obligatory relations with one another, as is the case between talips and pirs.30 

The four positions (talips, raybers, pirs and 
31 which should ideally be passed during a lifetime. This path 

                                                           
27 
carried out annually by pirs, who travelled (on foot) from village to village to visit their 
talips in different regions. At every stop, a cem ceremony was held under the pir's 
leadership. These meetings are still essential for practicing the religion, and for 
maintaining social relations between talips and pirs. 
28 Iran 
and the Caucasus 16, no. 1 (2012): 71- rounds Where They 
Will Walk in a Hundred Years of Time: Struggling with the Heritage of the Past in post-

European Journal of Turkish Studies, no. 20 (2015): 1-32; Tina 
Hamrin- e and 

Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis no. 19 (2006): 
108-25. 
29 Raa Haqi - Riya 

  
30 Kurdish Alevism, xv-

ezik and Mesut 
-78. 

31  (Four Doors Forty Levels) is a metaphor for the spiritual path. 
It refers to the four specific stages of the divine path, and ten separate sub-stages for 
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can only be followed with the help of a member (pir) of an ocak for both talips 
and pirs. Therefore, practically every member of this system is a talip and 
should have a rayber-pir-  network to follow the path. That point is where 
the ikrar (sacred loyalty or sacred contract)32 arrive. It creates crucial religious 
and social bonds between individuals and ocaks as well as tribes. Some 
religious institutions, such as kirvelik33 and musahiplik,34 also represent the 
social and religious aspects of ikrar. 

To summarize, the Raa Haqi belief system depends on religious, spatial and 
socio-politically enclosed complicated networks of both individuals and tribes. 
These relations emerge through real and fictional kinship patterns. This 
complicated social network is also profoundly connected to geography, which is 
regarded as a living nonhuman entity in the name of Dersim. The Raa Haqi 
belief system can be examined within two main dimensions: ikrar-based 
obligatory religious relations and the worship of sacred places. The first aspect 
establishes social relations between pirs and talips and provides obligatory 
relations between ocaks as well. The worship of sacred places provides more 
space for individual piety, given that worshipping nature-based entities does not 
require any religious guidance (such as representatives of ocaks) or authority. In 
daily life, religious needs are usually supplied through sacred places based on 
worship practices. While the ikrar-based religious relations cover the social 
ritual sphere -such as cem ceremonies- the sacred place cults give more 

                                                                                                                                              
each one, which must be passed under guidance of a pir. For more information, see: 
Gezik, , 38-  
32 -75. 
33 Kirvelik is a crucial fictional kinship among Kurdish Alevis and a common tradition 
within other Kurdish-speaking communities. It may be considered as a godfather 
relationship between two families. It is also a vital institution for social solidarity in the 

, 173-95. Kirvelik is also a way of 
establishing social, economic and even political alliances among different religious 
(Sunnis, Alevis, Christians, etc.) communities throughout the Middle East, especially 
among Kurmanci- -speaking Kurdish communities. See Martin 

-Heckmann,  
 

 
34 In Raa Haqi, the institution of musahiplik has a central importance. It is a fictional 
kinship, similar to kirvelik, and the most important way of establishing ikrar. One can 
only be musahip to another Kurdish Alevi individual. Choosing a musahip from outside 
of the community is forbidden. It is an obligatory ritual brotherhood for all Kurdish 
Alevis. Every talip, rayber, pir, and  must have a musahip to follow the divine 

-75; Gezik and Raa Haqi - 
Riya Haqi, 123-28. 
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independency to individuality. That intriguingly creates a considerable space for 
interpretation of new political discourses related to ethnic identity and its socio-
religious features. As Dersim is considered sacred land, the current ethno-
politics easily conceptualize it as a living symbol of a new nature-based 
religion. 

 
Victimization as a Determinant Aspect of the Modern Kurdish Alevi 
Identity 

In the 20th century, Kurdish Alevis faced two major incidents that had 
catastrophic impacts on their socio-cultural world. The first was the 1938 
genocidal massacre. Almost all sacred lineages were severely affected: most 
were murdered, and the survivors were exiled. That was the main breaking point 
for the traditional socio-religious institutions and rural tribal life of Kurdish 
Alevism. Until the 1990s, Kurdish Alevis could reorganize the religious order, 
even though it was not the same before 1938. Despite heavy criticism of 
maintaining feudal relations from the new generations, who were intensely 
involved in armed socialist struggles during the 1970s, the pirs and the majority 
of talips remained in contact. However, in 1994, after clashes between armed 
guerrilla groups and the Turkish state intensified, almost the entire area 
(Dersim) occupied by Kurdish Alevis was forcibly evacuated.35 
final tragedy seemed to have had a detrimental impact on traditional pir and 
talip relations. After 1994, Kurdish Alevis have become a transnational 
community due to both mass migration to western Europe as political asylum 
seekers and the reorganization of the community to be politically active. Shortly 
after the turn of the century, Dersim became a powerful instrument for 

talips  who have 
always practiced rituals at sacred places despite military restrictions and without 
connection to their pirs  in Dersim  have taken a significant role in sustaining 

                                                           
35 Regarding forced evacuations and environmental destruction see Martin van 
Bruniessen, Forced Evacuations and Destruction of Villages in Dersim (Tunceli) and 
Western Bingol, Turkish Kurdistan September-November 1994 (Utrecht: Utrecht 

The Global Review of Ethnopolitics 1, no. 1 
(2001): 80-86; Etten, Jacob van, Joost Jongerden, Hugo J. de Vos, Annemarie Klaasse 

Geoforum 39, no. 5 (2008): 1786 97; 
-2002)

Etudes Rurales 2, no. 186 (2010): 77-100. 
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the socio-religious sphere and managing cultural identity politics with a more 
sounded discourse of victimization. 

Thus, it is essential to think more about the relationship between being 
continuously exposed to violence and the reproduction of the social structure 
and the ethnic identity of Kurdish Alevis within considerably changing social as 
well as spatial environments. There are almost two century-long periods of a 
violent history of Dersim, which starts from abolishing autonomous Kurdish 
feudal chiefdoms in 1832 to the military operations that still take places on the 
mountains of Dersim in the present day. For example, a considerable part of 
Tunceli province is still under military control and strictly forbidden to 
civilians. Except from a short stop between the mid-1940s, when the last 
outlaws and survivors of the 1938 genocidal massacre laid down their arms, and 
the late 1960s when first socialist guerilla groups started armed actions in 
Dersim, Kurdish Alevis have consistently faced a range of unsuccessful 
uprisings, devastating military campaigns, environmental destructions, forced 
evacuations and massacres.  

Regarding pre republican period, the Tanzimat (Reordering) Reform period 
from 1839 to 1876 aimed to establish a new social and administrative order in 
eastern Anatolia, which took shape with the extermination of non-Muslim 
communities. Campaigns of the Ottoman military forces and local militia 
formed with mostly Sunni Kurds attacked Armenians and Syriac Christians. 
The Hamidian Massacres (1894-1896) were the peak of the period that also 
targeted Christians and other ethno-religious groups such as Kurdish Alevis, 
Yezidis, etc. Apart from unceasing minor skirmishes between Kurdish Alevi 
tribes and with their neighbors or with the state, the Armenian genocide in 
1915, the Russian invasion of northern Dersim during the First World War and 
the 1916 uprising in the south should be marked as significant clashes and 
violent incidents which are deeply engraved in Kurdish Alevi collective 
memory.36   

-1923) and the following 
radical reforms ended the religion-based Ottoman state. That was an ultimate 
victory of the almost half-century-long struggle of the Turkish modernist 
movement, led by Young Turks. The establishment of a constitutional republic 
was a triumph. The new state was constructed by imitating secular Western 
constitutions. Accordingly, the caliphate was demolished, and all formal 
                                                           
36 

Collective & State Violence in Turkey, ed. Stephan 
020), 372-400. 
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religious intuitions, including Bektashi Tekkes,37 were banned. However, the 

welcomed by almost all Alevi communities because only in this way they were 
able to gain official citizenship status and constitutional rights to take a role in 
public life. On the other hand, the new Turkish ideology and forced secularism 
hit Kurdish Alevis twice. The Turkish modernization period started a rough 
time for non-Turkish-speaking ethnic groups and non-Muslim ethno-religious 
groups, for also the ones who were not Sunni-Muslims. Thus, Kurdish Alevis 
faced many bloody skirmishes and massacres during two major unsuccessful 
uprisings, both in 1921 and 1937, which ended with a genocidal massacre in 
1938.38 

After the Second World War, the single-party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi 

power since the republic's foundation. That created a relatively bourgeois 
libertarian space for multiple political factions and some religious (pro-
Caliphate) groups under strict suppression of the state ruled by CHP. So, some 
Alevi communities (mostly those who are subordinated to 

heir religious leaders, or at 
least for their representatives as MPs of CHP. Since then, Alevis have always 
been accused of being supporters of communism and followers of secular 
elitism by right- th 
left-wing parties, especially with the CHP. After the 1950s, when right-wing 

1966 Mugla-Ortaca, 1968 Malatya-Hekimhan, 1969 Tunceli,39 and 1971 Hatay-

                                                           
37 As a defining term, Alevism also covers the terms Bektashi and Kizilbash which refer 
to several Alevi groups in Turkey. The term also refers to different historical, politic, 
and social formations of Alevi communities. For example, it politically refers to a 
formally recognized religious status of some Alevi groups who are based in Middle-
Anatolia from the 16th to the 20th centuries. Bektashism was allowed and used to 
control other (especially rural, Kizilbash) Alevi communities by Ottoman caliphate. 
Kurdish Alevis, on the other hand, are usually related with Kizilbash groups. For more 

Reference Online. Web. 1 Mar. 2019). 
38 Kurdish Alevis, xv-xxvii. 
39 
historical character and a symbol of uprising) struggle against Ottomans, clashes took 
place between protestors and police in Tunceli city center. Two were killed, several 

  http://www.serxwebun.org/index.php?sys=naverok& 
id=232.  
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1960s that right-wing politicians and law enforcement officers directly led. The 

armed attacks against Alevis in the 1970s that took hundreds of lives.40 Some 
were more like skirmishes, which is also called a civil war between self-defense 
forces of socialist organizations supported by Alevis and the extremist (Sunni) 
right-wing Islamist groups and (Turkish) nationalist fractions.41 The 1993 Sivas 
and the 1995 Istanbul-Gazi and Istanbul-
in the suburban sphere. The distinctiveness of these two massacres is the fact 
that they became a trigger point of the intense politicization of Alevis in Turkey. 
Almost all massacres throughout the republican era were more or less related to 
Kurdish Alevis. Significantly, the forced evacuations and environmental 
destruction of Tunceli in 199442 38 Dersim 

 
After the millennium, the Dersim massacre was unexpectedly mentioned by 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan to oppress his prominent opponent, CHP. He even 

Ale 43 However, the AKP intended to turn the 
Dersim massacre into a lever to revise the constitutional rule on behalf of a new 
Islamist regime. AKP accused the early republican era of imposing forced 
secularism, modernism and committing such massacres to not only non-Muslim 
minorities but also to some Islamist organizations and clerics. To do so, the 
AKP started a series of negotiations with the Alevis and Kurds, which was 
called  (opening process). However, these politics ended up 
with new waves of horrendous violence after the 2010s, which have taken 

                                                           
40 For detailed evaluations about Alevi massacres during the 1960s and the 1970s see 

Alevism in Politics -66. 
41 
Alevis and Leftist Politics (1960 Middle Eastern Studies 55, no 6 (2019): 932-
44. 
42 Armed clashes between various guerrilla groups and the Turkish state became intense 
in the early 90s. Especially in the summer of 1994, Kurdish Alevis in Tunceli forced to 
evacuate their lands within a few days. During these chaotic weeks many villagers, 
including families, were disappeared (!), most likely murdered. See Joost Jongerden, 

-93. 
43 urkey's Past 

Dialectical Anthropology 37 
(2013): 131-

Journal of Language and Politics 14, 
Issue 2 (2015): 233-57 
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thousands of lives so far. In that regard, the Gezi Protests in Turkey (2013) 
should also be considered concerning 
victims, who were shot or clubbed to death during the uprising, were the young 
Alevis. Although the uprising had no religious motivations, Alevis in Turkey 
fully supported the uprising and heartily were involved in street clashes. One of 
the main motivations of protesters concerned a mass rejection of the growing 
religious authoritarianism of AKP and the .44  

The history of all these catastrophic, traumatizing, violent experiences has 
had a noticeable effect on the collective consciousness regarding the modern 
Kurdish Alevi identity. They accelerated the politicization of Alevi 
communities in general and gave an identical feature to Kurdish Alevism, which 
is being used systematically and effectively to gain a political status or negotiate 
with states on behalf of formal recognition at international levels. Thus, it could 
be asserted that the continuity of victimization turned out to be a maintaining 
point of the Kurdish Alevi identity within the 21st century. Since Kurdish Alevi 
intellectuals, political actors, and religious leaders can legitimize their political 
stance quite flexibly by referring to the narratives of traumas to re-establish 
their socio-religious networks within changing socio-politic grounds.45 For 
example, Dersim Kulturgemeinde Berlin (Dersim Cultural Community Berlin), 
a prominent and highly politically active diaspora organization of Kurdish 
Alevis in Germany, has long been lobbying to erect a statue in remembrance of 

-1938 
the affirmative votes of the Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD), the 
Greens and the Left Party, it was decided to erect the statue (which was named 
Nisange Tertele `38i, in Kirmancki) in a park close to the Berlin Dersim 
Cultural Community by Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg municipality.46 Despite the 
fierce resistance of the Turkish Embassy and the counter-lobbying work of the 
ministry of foreign affairs of Turkey with the German counterparts, the success 
of the Kurdish Alevi diaspora reveals the political influence level of Kurdish 
Alevis within European politics. Erecting the statue regarding the 1938 

                                                           
44 2020, 
http://siyasihaber4.org/geziyi-alevilestirmek-ayfer-karakaya as a critical evaluation for 
some approaches that associates the uprising and the Alevi identity. 
45 
and the 

Peace and Conflict 17 (2011): 243-69.  
46 -
accessed 11.11.19, https://www.alevihaberagi.com/2547-berlinde-tertele-38i-soykirimi-
aniti-hakkinda-bir-asama-degerlendirmesi.html. 
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genocidal massacre will undoubtedly create troubling new consequences for 
 along with the Armenian Genocide, which 

Turkey has been facing for decades. 
 

Kurdish Alevis as a Subject to Ethno-Politics 
Even though Kurdish Alevis share many cultural similarities with other Alevi 
communities in Turkey, they also have peculiar socio-religious organizational 
patterns that resemble a caste system and differ from others. Moreover, they 
practice intriguing sacred place rituals and narrate remarkable mythological 
discourses that reach far beyond an Islamic understanding. In that regard, they 
furthermore share many intriguing similarities with their Christian and non-
Muslim communities, such as Yezidis and Ehli Haqs of the Middle East. Their 
cultural heritage also gives rise to many differences compared to other Kurdish 
communities, and the ma
what is commonly known as Kurdish (Kurmanci) today. Consequently, the case 
of Kurdish Alevis has long attracted the interest of various actors. Many 
noticeable monographs, essays, field reports, and academic theses have 
published since the mid-19th century.47 Although those works aim to focus on 
exploring and defining Kurdish Alevism, they conclude precisely in different 
ways of understanding, in the sense of the political and religious argumentation 
of identification. Thus, Kurdish Alevism can also be seen as a subject of never-
ending debates regarding defining the ethnic identity. 

The keyword Dersim, which connotes Kurdish Alevism, also seems to appear 
as a historical, geographical, and socio-religious spatial term. The general scope 
seems to ambitiously focus on one particular question: enlightening origins and 
exploring features of Kurdish Alevi identity, which encompasses a deep interest 
in historical, linguistic, theological, geographical as well as sociological aspects 
of Kurdish Alevis. From the time when Kurdish Alevis were excitedly noticed 
by several western missionaries, intellectuals, travelers, and rapporteurs in the 
early 19th century, up to the resurrection of ethnic and religious identities in 
Turkey during the 1990s, Kurdish Alevis have always aroused curious interest 
                                                           
47 

Kurdish Alevis; Martin van Bruinessen, 
- ; Erdal Gezik, Alevi 
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in the question concerning the roots and characteristics of their ethnic identity. 
It is a striking fact that there is a rigid connection between the parties of the 
violent history of Dersim and their approaches that ethno-politically want to 
classify Kurdish Alevis under specific definitions. The case of Kurdish 
Alevism, in that regard, includes several nationalist as well as religious 
approaches, which have continuously layered throughout historical incidents. 
The prominent discourses that are still effective in contemporary politics about 
Dersim and Kurdish Alevis can be briefly explored as follows: 

In comparison to other Muslim societies of the Ottoman Empire, Kurdish 
traordinary religious features were initially noticed and highlighted 

by Russian, Armenian and Western authors, especially by Western 
missionaries. Even though the missionary activities in the eastern regions of the 
Ottoman Empire had been started during the 17th century,48 Kurdish Alevis 
mostly began to appear within various manuscripts (such as the letters of 
missionaries, the fieldwork reports of ambassadors, and the diaries of travelers) 
in the early 19th century.49 The missionaries intended to emphasize the 
differences in religious discourses and practices of Kurdish Alevi communities 
compared to Islam.50 Moreover, Kurdish Alevi beliefs, which were defined as 

51 
ethnocultural minorities who live in the margins of the Middle East.52 Thus, 

                                                           
48 Dressler, Writing Religion, 31-78. 
49 Ayfer Karakaya-Stump, - 

 
209-210. Some of these documents were also published and evaluated within various 
works. See Mehmet Bayrak,  -
Hans-Lukas Kieser, 
Devlet 1839-1938 , 19-29 and 

, 113-24. 
50 Dressler, Writing Religion, 31-78; Karakaya-Stump, , 
207-35. 
51 The terms orthodoxy and heterodoxy are highly controversial in Turkey, particularly 

Die Welt 
des Islams 54, no. 3-4 (2014): 423 59; Ayfer Karakaya-

Turcica, no.44 (2012-2013): 279-300; Markus Dressler, Writing Religion; 
-

Die Welt des Islams, no. 48 (2008): 434-56. 
52 
ethnic identit Syncretistic Religious Communities in the 
Near East, eds. Krisztina Kehl-Bodrogi, Barbara Kellner-Heinkele, and Anke Otter-
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Kurdish Alevis were mostly considered the descendants of early Christian 
churches and the carriers of pre-Abrahamic pagan beliefs. Such accounts are 
being considered and referred to as historical, ethnographical records that prove 
the non-Islamic features of Kurdish Alevis by some authors.53 

Second, concerning the zeitgeist of the late 19th century and the nationalist 
-Muslim minorities for 

independency, the Ottoman Empire began to lose vast territories. Despite a 
series of administrative reforms issued to stop the disintegration of the empire, 
which mainly depend on centralization and the modernization of the state, the 
Ottoman Empire eventually faced losing its political power and control over its 
non-Muslim subjects. Consequently, after the failure of (Sunni) Islamic 
centralization politics, Turkish nationalism took the stage as a cure at the end of 
the 19th century, which eventually led to the establishment of the Turkish 
republic in the early 20th century.54  Even though Alevis were accused of being 
heretics and had been persecuted for centuries, this new national discourse 
focused on all ethnic groups considered Muslim, including all Alevi groups 
(especially the non-Turkish-speaking ones55) to separate them from non-
Muslims.56 In this respect, the notion of Alevi was developed as a political 
reinterpretation reflecting Turkish modernism (or the new Turkish national 
identity) by the state.57 Accordingly, the 

pre-
historical peak point of this state-related discourse.58 They consider Alevism a 
kind of interpretation of Islam, represented by nomadic Turkish tribes 

                                                                                                                                              
Beaujean, (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 1- -
93.  
53 Dressler, Writing Religion, 31-78; Karakaya-Stump, , 
207-35. 
54 

-Building Rhetoric: The Shaping of Turkish Anthropology 
Dialectical Anthropology 35 (2011): 111-29. 

55 Alevis in Turkey have Turkish, Kurdish and Arabic ethnic orientations. However, the 
official discourse of the Turkish state still defines them as Turkmen, which connotes 
Turkishness.  
56 Meanwhile, the non-Muslim population (mostly Christians) had already been reduced 
due to the Armenian Genocide, forced evacuations and population exchange. See 
Kevorkian, The Armenian Genocide.  
57 That approach still provides the socio-political and religious perspective for state-
related scholars in Turkey. See, Dressler, Writing Religion, 1-31. 
58 Writing Religion. 
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(Turcoman) who still preserve their Central Asia-originated beliefs, named 

Arabic form is an alien element within modern Turkish national identity. Thus, 
concerning that point of view, Kurdish Alevis have been identified as 

59 This is still adopted at 
various levels by Turkish state authorities and by state-oriented scholars. 

Third, long after the failure of several rebellions during the early 20th 
century, which were repelled by large-scale massacres, Kurdish nationalism 
strengthened again with active guerilla warfare against the Turkish state in the 
1990s. Also, as a matter of counter-effect of increasing politic influence of 
diasporic Kurdish Alevi communities60 at the same time, Kurmanci- and 

-speaking Alevis were defined as Kurdish Alevis by a new generation 
of Kurdish intellectuals.61 These thinkers mostly preferred to mention 
dissimilarities between religious customs, social institutions, rituals and 
everyday culture of Kurdish Alevis and Turkish-speaking Alevi communities. 
The purpose was to clarify that Kurdish Alevism has thoroughly different 
historical roots from Islam and Turkishness. They chose to strengthen the 
theory by connecting Kurdish Alevism to some pre-Islamic Middle Eastern and 
Iranian beliefs, such as Zoroastrianism, Mazdeism, and Manichaeism.62 They 
usually referred to some early accounts of writings focusing on Kurdish Alevis 
in the 19th century.63 On the other hand, some intellectuals underlined the 
cultural similarities between Kurdish Alevis and enclosed ethnoreligious 
communities  particularly Ahl-i Haqqs and Yezidis  to reveal the cultural 
singularity of Kurdish Alevis to a Middle Eastern historical background.64 

                                                           
59 , 125. 
60 For a brief understanding about diasporic Kurdish Alevi communities, see Janroj 

-227. 
61 For some detailed analyses between Kurdish nationalist politics and Kurdish Alevis, 

Turkey's Alevi Enigma: A Comphrehensive Overview, eds. Paul J. White and 
Joost Jongerden (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2003), 197-212. 
62 See Mehmet Bayrak, , 1997; Ethem Xemgin, 

 
Bender,   
63 

-81; Gezik, , 20-21
, 113-24. 

64 For a brief review about those approaches and detailed ethnographical evaluations 
about similarities between Ahl-

-93. 
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Fourth, during the irrepressible era of ethnic and religious revivals in the 
1990s in Turkey and among diasporic communities in Europe, not surprisingly, 
some intellectuals started to claim that Kurdish Alevis had entirely different 
ethnic origins from Turks and Kurds. That identification was based on the 

65 This new ethnic 
discourse, Zaza, took spoken language (K

-speaking Sunni 
neighbors under a new national identity failed so quickly because of the bloody 
past between the two. As it is well known, Sunni Kurdish tribes actively took 
part during the Hamidian massacres against non-Muslim communities. It was a 
desperate effort when considering their mutual hostility. 

On the other hand, this attempt also faced another fierce intellectual 
objection as it voiced against the Kurdish nationalist discourse. As a fifth 
approach, some Kurdish Alevi intellectuals have been asserting for over a 
decade that Kurdish Alevism is a distinctive ethnic identity apart from either 
Kurds, Turks, Zazas or any other Alevi communities in Turkey. Especially after 
the millennium, this approach gained popularity among young Kurdish Alevi 
generations. That was in connection with the rise of the Dersim issue in the 
public sphere.66 

evival emphasizes new religious perspectives to 
Kurdish Alevi ethnic identity, especially regarding nature-based (sacred place) 

                                                           
65 Since Kurdish Alevis speak two main languages -Kurmanci and -
usually defined as Kurds or Zazas. Kurmanci is well known as Kurdish and Kirmancki 
is mostly known as Zazaki in contemporary Turkey. Some researchers distinguish 
Kurds and Zazas as separate national identities when considering the languages. See 

-245. For heated debates between those 
who claim that Kurmanci and Kirmancki are different dialects of Kurdish, and those 
who believe them to be entirely different languages (Kurdish and Zazaki respectively). 

- he Identity of the Alevi 
Turkey's Alevi Enigma: A Comprehensive Overview, eds. Paul J. White and 

Joost Jongerden (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2003), 17-
-20. 

66 Interestingly, the new discourse was mostly welcomed by younger Kurdish Alevi 
generations via popular culture trends, such as ethnic Dersim music. See, Leyla Neyzi, 

Turkey's Alevi 
Enigma: A Comprehensive Overview, eds. Paul J. White & Joost Jongerden, (Leiden-
Boston: Brill, 2003), 111-25. 
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67 As a result, all 
approaches, which come with heavy criticism of one another, developed their 

-

contemporary perception of modern Kurdish Alevi identity seems to more 
related to the beliefs, rituals, and discourses relating to the natural world of 
Dersim nowadays.  

 
Concluding Remarks 
Although Kurdish Alevis are still highly involved in political movements, 
mostly related to socialist views and Kurdish nationalism, some Kurdish Alevi 
intellectuals have taken a different approach, described as Dersim ethnicism, in 
recent decades. From this perspective, Kurdish Alevism (or Raa Haqi religion) 
seems to appear as a singular cultural system due to its religious, linguistic, 
historical, sociological, and anthropological dimensions. The rise of such 
intellectual tendency is mostly related to the popularization of sacred place 
beliefs in Dersim and throughout the diaspora. Sacred places gained extensive 
symbolic popularity in line with the rise of Dersim ethnicism after the 
millennium. Consequently, sacred places have long been a potent indicator of 
Dersim and cover some modern political implications of the identity, such as 
environmentalism. In one example, Tunceli province has witnessed large-scale 
social movements against dam projects, which were intended to build on the 
rivers of Dersim in the mid-2000s.68 The most influential argument of defiance 
depended on the idea of protecting the sacred land. After the destruction of rural 
life in Dersim, even though Kurdish Alevis did not live in most of this region, 
they undoubtedly perceived the dam projects as another threat to the sacred 

inhabitant joined a march to protest against dam projects in 2014, and it was the 
most massive anti-dam march ever seen in Turkey to this day. 

The point here that attracts the most attention is the increasing social and 
political role of individuals (especially talips) compared with sacred lineages 
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Alevilerin Sesi 161, (2012): 20-25. 
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Constrained Grassroots Agency and the Socio-
Environment and Planning 50, no. 6 (2018): 1228-49. 
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(ocaks) or conventional cultural institutions (kirvelik, musahiplik) during the 
social transformation. As mentioned before, socio-religious obligatory relations 
and religious orders between talips and pirs fell apart during forced 
modernization processes and conflicts in the 20th century. However, sacred 
places remained. They had always played a crucial role in providing a space for 
daily religious practices. That would eventually enable them to experience 
being a religious authority of their own. There used to be no essential need for 
obligatory institutional relations between pirs and talips to practice rituals at 
sacred places. This fact provided a wide space for talips, who would willingly 
like to maintain their cultural identity. Concerning the mass politicization of 
Kurdish Alevi communities from Turkey through Western Europe, this space 
became more suitable for new experienced actors. Individuality as an aspect of 
daily religious practice started to instrumentalize sacred places as the new 
socio-cultural sphere identifiers and turned them into a political account that has 
the power of leading ethno-politics. Besides, sacred places gained decisive 
importance in enculturating new generations. While rituals were being practiced 
at sacred places, constituent cultural identity elements were also reshaped by the 
talips
tendencies started to fill the gaps that opened during the absence of 
representatives of ocaks. It is a remarkable example of how individualistic 

- 69 process under 
certain conditions.  

Simultaneously, in the sense of being a talip, this relatively autonomous 
religious sphere also gained new features in the Western European context. 

-cultural frameworks changed almost completely during 
the long decades of immigrant life and active politic engagement to ethno-
politics. That fact mostly applies to the new generations who were born in 
Western Europe. For instance, while struggling against the Turkish state for 
official recognition of religious and national identity, Kurdish Alevis began to 
form up new religious and politic associations, theological discourses and even 
rituals with some modern notions and ideas. Claiming gender equality, social 
harmony, environmentalism, modernism (in the sense of living in western 
lifestyle) and secularism (in the sense of being politically opposed to Islam, 
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which the AKP regime in Turkey represents) are the core discourses and 
distinguishing features embedded in Kurdish Alevism.70  

Another fact that openly reveals the social transformational dynamics of 
modern Kurdish Alevi identity is the religious associations, the so-called 
Cemevis, widely acting in Dersim and Europe. Cemevis gained importance 

71 Alevi communities established Cemevis in the 1990s 
to perform cem ceremonies in the urban environment. They were also used for 
social events as well as funerals, weddings, etc. However, their political 
symbolism implied much more. In contemporary Turkey, Alevism possessed a 
de-
worshipping is not recognized officially, and the government still rejects their 
representation in the Directorate of Religious Affairs (an official state institution 
in Turkey and a very active component of AKP regarding Islamization of non-
Sunni communities), the Turkish state tolerates Cemevis
Moreover, in some cases, municipalities, mostly related to opponent politic 
parties, acknowledge Cemevis as worshipping places.  

                                                           
70 K  

 
 

71 At the turn of the century, cemevis became the main argument behind Alevi 
organizations to claim equal constitutional rights to those afforded to officially 
recognized religions by Turkey and the EU. They are represented as undeniable proof of 
the religious uniqueness of Alevism. This policy quickly yielded results in the 2000s in 
some European countries (first in Germany) rather than Turkey. For the first time, 
Alevism was officially recognized as a unique religious sect. Despite Turkey's negative 
attitude towards Alevism, the official status of Alevism in Europe had a large-scale 
sociological and political impact among all Alevi communities. Accordingly, Cemevis 
became a key determiner for Alevi identity. Given that Cemevis are publicly legal 
organizations, Alevi individuals (talips), intellectuals and religious authorities started to 
establish them according to their religious or political points of view. For further 

Communities in West Yearbook of 
Muslims in Europe
Marechal, and Christian Moe (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 561-
Germany and The Politic New Perspectives on Turkey, no. 28-29 
(2003): 133-

British Journal of Middle Eastern 
Studies 46, no. 2 (2019): 259-

South European 
Society and Politics 16, no. 2 (2011): 351 64. 
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On the other hand, Cemevis are also specific facts that reveal the dynamics 
of the social transformation of Kurdish Alevism. For example, some Cemevis 
were built near the most famous sacred places in Dersim during the 2000s. 
However, Alevism continues to be rejected by the Turkish authorities. There is, 
therefore, only one way to erect these buildings legally: by establishing them as 
associations. As a result, the management board for these associations began 
being formed by both talips and pirs, meaning conventional religious obligatory 
relations between them are bypassed. Thus, the rising prestige of sacred places 
and increasing numbers of Cemevis created a competitive situation among pirs 

authorities. The fact also remains that ocaks are similarly trying to functionalize 
the same religio-politic discourses and attempting to take advantage of current 
ethno-politics to re-establish their religious prestige. Today, being officially 
recognized as an independent religious belief under constitutional rights and re-
formulating Alevism as a modern religion in the contemporary period requires 
certain systematic rituals, spatially redesigned sacred places, a rewritten 
theology and history. In this context, Kurdish Alevi pirs also try to provide 
religious services not just to their talips, as it has been a traditional religious 
order, but all talips, including other ocaks  followers. This transformation also 
reveals how a religious institution (which used to be obtained by birth) becomes 
a modern-day social-religious status re-interpreted through a new 
understanding.  

72 if we look at talip-dominated 
-political acts and discourses, those emerged concerning 

sacred places seem likely to be a new religious-political trend, which intends to 
secure cultural continuity and create a robust socio-political position for the 
subordinated identity. Despite being politically heterogeneous, talips seem able 
to move pirs to practice religion with a new understanding. Thus, one of the 
most critical outcomes of contemporary Kurdish Alevism is talips
domination. In this sense, the case of Kurdish Alevism can also be seen as a 
reconceptualization of the cultural identity concerning sacred places. That 
establishes a new understanding of the ethnic identity depending on a new type 
of socio-religious order. 
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